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ABSTRACT 

In this paper the performance of amplify and forward relay 

system with Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) and 

Selective Combining (SC) over Nakagami-m fading channels 

is studied by considering both MRC and SC schemes at the 

destination, we derive the cumulative density function (CDF), 

probability density function (PDF) and moment generating 

function (MGF) for the multiple relay AF network with single 

half duplex In addition, we derive the exact Symbol Error 

Rate (SER) of M-ary phase-shift keying (M-PSK), in 

Nakagami -m fading environment. Simulation results are 

presented to show that system performance of the differential 

SC is comparable to the MRC at the receivers, and improves 

with the increase of repeaters, and different decoding methods 

have different effects on system performance.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Cooperative wireless networks are a promising technology for 

future communications systems, with the development of 

wireless network technology. Wireless cooperative 

communication  network had been recently proposed as a 

technique that can  significantly increase the system capacity 

and diversity gain  in wireless networks without requiring 

much more resources [1-4]. 

Nakagami-m fading distribution covers a wide range of fading 

scenarios via the m ( 0.5)m   parameter, which includes the 

Rayleigh 1m=  as a special case [5]. In [6-7] the authors 

adopted the relay selection method in AF  relaying systems 

and operate in half duplex mode. The derivation of new 

closed-form expressions for the cumulative distribution 

function (CDF) and moment generating function (MGF) of 

end-to-end SNR in non-regenerative opportunistic relaying 

over Nakagami-m fading provide useful statistical analysis on 

the optimality of wireless networks.  In this paper we 

submitted the analysis to far more via deriving a novel closed-

form expression for ASEP when MRC and SC techniques are 

employed at the destination. Several works has been discussed 

on for example, the authors of [8] presented the analysis of 

AF cooperative network in Nakagami-m fading environment 

with MRC and N single antenna relays. However in  this work 

the analysis and the derive of the exact sample error rate 

(SER) performance of maximal ratio combining receivers 

over Nakagami-m fading channels based on PDF, CDF and 

MGF of the out dual channel MRC,and comparison between 

M-PSK and M-QAM modulation schemes are provided . 

In [9] the authors considered the relay node operate in AF 

cooperative network half duplex mode. The SER for M-ary 

phase shift keying (M-PSK) and M-ary quadrature amplitude 

modulation (M-QAM) schemes is discussed. The 

approximated closed-form expression of ergodic capacity is 

derived for fixed multiple-relay network under independent 

not necessarily identically distributed Nakagami-m and Rician 

fading. The MRC receiver is used at the destination to realize 

the desired diversity. 

In [10-11] the error performance of the MRC with transmits 

antenna selection and receiver maximal-ratio combining 

(TAS/MRC) scheme are investigated in independent 

Nakagami-m fading channels for arbitrary m. and attained 

from two different approaches. Then the exact symbol error 

rate (SER) expressions are attained as a multiple infinite sum 

based on the moment generating function (MGF) method for 

M-ary phase-shift keying (M-PSK) and M-ary quadrature 

amplitude modulation (M-QAM) [12]. The asymptotic SER 

expressions reveal a diversity order equal to the product of the 

m parameter. The authors in [13] derived a conditional lower 

bound for the error rate and the outage probability (Pout) of the 

cooperative diversity networks over independent and non-

identical Nakagami-m fading channels with AF relaying and 

maximum ratio combining (MRC) at the destination node. 

This paper presents the analysis of AF cooperative network in 

Nakagami-m fading environment with Special cases include 

maximum ratio combining (MRC), and selection combining 

(SC), which all achieve the same sum diversity even when the 

combined branches are correlated, or, have SNRs following 

different PDFs. We also provide analysis and derivation of  

the exact sample error rate (SER) performance of MRC and 

SC receivers over Nakagami-m fading channels based on the 

derived PDF, CDF and MGF of the out dual channel MRC. 

The novel obtained expression is then used to Study the effect 

of diversity reception error on the performance and we will be 

considering on the network that is studied by both MRC and 

SC schemes at the destination. with M-ary phase-shift keying 

(M-PSK) and M-ary with different values of the ratio of the 

decision after a quadrature phase over Nakagami -m Fading 

Channels.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 

describes the system model. We derive the PDF, CDF 

,MGFand SER of the out dual channel considering MRC and 

SC at the destination,in Section 3 ,Section 4 numerical results 

in Section 5 conclusions. 
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Fig 1: System model of Cooperative network with the L 

relays, R1, R2, · · ·, Ri is selected to with direct path. 

2.  SYSTEM MODEL 
We describe in this section the cooperative network 

distributed the contract Source S  communicates with the 

destination node D  with the help of ith relay nodes,

1 2( , ,......, )iR R R
,
 using amplify - and  - forward protocol as 

shown in Figure 1. 

 Each node is equipped with an antenna in the independent 

flat Nakagami-m fading channels and operates in half – 

duplex mode. The signals are transmitting as an orthogonal 

presumably either in time or frequency.The corresponding 

fading coefficients for the S D , iS R  and iR D  
are SDh , iSRh  and

iR Dh , are fading channel respectively. Due 

to Nakagami -m fading Channels.  

The signals received at the destination and the ith relay, the 

system model can be described by the following set of 

equation as follows: 

                                                   (1)
i i i

sSR SR SR
y h xP  

                                                     (2)sSD SD SD
y h xP  

 

x is the transmitted signal,
 SP  is transmitted source power, 

SD and 
iSR as well as 

iR D are all additive White Gaussian 

noises (AWGN) with variances No . 

In the second phase, the source S is suspended to transmit the 

signal, and the relay terminal Ri directly carries on the power 

amplification to the source signal. After the forward signal, 

the destination D to receive the signal from the relay terminal 

Ri can be expressed as: 

                                               (3)
i i i

r rR D R D R D
y h xP  

 

where,
iR Dh is the channel fading coefficient of iR D link, 

iR D  is 0, rP  is the received power at the ith relay, The AF 

mode is to amplify and transmit the signal received by the 

relay  Ri  and D, set G for its amplification factor, the signal 

can be transmitted to the relay Ri: 

                                                                     (4)
i

r SR
G yx 

The signal transmitted by the relay Ri  
i

r SR
G yx  t the rx  is 

the information on the relay. In order to meet the power 

constraint, the received signal 
iSR

y  power is normalized. 

2

1
                                                     (5)

SRi
S O

G

h NP





The destination receives the transmission as: 

            G                                        (6)
i i i iR D R D SR R D

y h y  

where 

2
                                                      (7) 

SRi

r

S O

P
G

h NP





The 
iSR

y  in the equation (6) can be obtained: 

            G  G            (8)
i i i i i i

sR D R D SR R D SR R D
y h h x h yP   

Since, solving the exact expressions in (8), we can estimate 

the instantaneous end-to-end SNR can be expressed as 

follows:

                                                          (9)
1

i i

i i

SR R D

i

SR R D

 


 


 

 Let us define the effective instantaneous SNRs for source to 

destination, source to the ith relay and ith relay to destination 

links as 
2

/
i iSR SR S oh P N 

,

2

/
i iR D R D r oh P N   and 

2
/SD SD S oh P N   respectively. For the direct link . 

3. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS SER 
In this section, we present network performance through 

analyzing the Symbol Error Rate (SER) over Nakagami-m 

fading channels for any number of relays with MRC and SC 

receiver at the destination. 

3.1 Performance of MRC Combination 

System  
In this section, we study Cooperative Networks of AF over 

Nakagami-m fading Channels  in relaying with MRC at the 

destination. The channel state information operates in half-

duplex mode. Let direct link S D , and a relay link 

iS R  and iR D . MRC the end to end of the SNR 

combination can be expressed as. 

                                           (10)
1

i i

i i

SR R D

rms SD

SR R D

 
 

 
 

 

 Since, solving the exact expressions in (10) can be 

complicated; we derive an upper bound from (10) as: 

               min( , )              (11)
1

i i

i i

i i

SR R Dup

i SR R D

SR R D

 
  

 
 

 

Equivalent SNR can be expressed as: 

1

                                                  (12)
R

up up

D SD i
i

  


 

 Assuming that SD  and
up

i  are independent, the MGF of 

up

D can be written as. 
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               ( ) ( ) ( )                   (13)up
SD iD

R

i

M s M s M s 


 

 Where m is the fading parameter, As mSD , mSRi and mRiD the 

Nakagami -m distribution. As well as the channel parameter 

SDh  is subject to Nakagami-m distribution, which can be 

obtained: 

               ( ) (1 )                          (14)SD

SD

mSD

SD

M s s
m



 
 

For Nakagami-m fading channel,
2

2 /SD SD S oh P N    

Link for average SNR, 2  is the energy consumed at the 

destination. 

In order to find the MGF for the S − R − D path, it needs to 

derive the corresponding PDF of CDF. It is shown that when 

iSR  and 
iR D  are independent the CDF of  

min( , )
i i

up

i SR R D    can be expressed as [14]. 

 ( ) 1 [1 ( )][1 ( )]           (15)up
i ii

r SR r R DF P P


         

 ( ) 1 [1 ( )][1 ( )]                          (16)up
i ii

SR R DF F F


     

2
               ( ) ( , )                                    (17)

i

i

SR

SR

m
F m 


 

2
               ( ) ( , )                                     (18)RD

RD

m
F m 


 

( )SRF   And ( )RDF   are the CDF from the source to the ith 
relay and from the ith relay to the destination respectively. 

Let: 

                                     

1
                               (19)

SR Ci
c 

                       

2
                               (20)

R D Ci
c 

 

where
2

1 1 iSR sc h P ,
2

2 2 RD Rc h P , 1  and 2  are 

the energy consumed at the source and destination 

respectively. Now we consider 1 2c c c  . Then the PDF 

can be expressed as [15]. 

1
2 1

         ( ) (1 ( , ))       (21)     
( ) ( )

c

up
i

m
m

c

C

me
f m

m m c








 






  
 

 We derive the MGF of
up

D , using the PDF of up

i  in (21) as 

follows: 

                           

0

               ( )  ( ).                              (22)up
i i

sM s f de


 
 



 

 We get the ( )
i

M s by solving the integral, the equation in 

(22) is attained, with 2 1(:,:,:,:)F  symbolizing the Gauss 

hypergeometric function [16, eq (9.100)], of as follows: 

 

1

( ) ( 1)!
i

mR
c

i

c
M s m S

m






  
       


 

2 12

( ) ( )1
1,2 , 1,     (23)

( ) 2(2 )

m

C

m

CC

m c m m
F m m

m m c Sm m c s





 
     

Let the average SER for M-PSK signals can be written as 

[14]. 

( 1)

2
0

1
           ( )                 (24)

sin
up
D

M

M M PSK
SER

g
P M s d






 



 
  

 
 

where    
2sin ( )M PSKg M 

 

For the upper SER expression, the upper bound value of the 

SER is obtained by using the maximum value of the integral: 

1
                (1- ) ( )( )                       (25)up

D
SER M PSKP M s g

M  

 By combining MRC signals at the destination, the AF mode 

to obtain the maximum information of the end   transmission 

rate. 

               0.5 log (1+ )                                        (26)
mrc D

R 

Where the
iSR , SD  and

iR D respectively, a relay link 

iS R  and iR D . And direct link S D , Link 

instantaneous SNR, when the system transmission speed 

mrcR R When, No matter in what encoding transmission 

error appears that interruption. So the next AF agreement 

outage probability can be approximated as: 

22 1

0

               ( ) 

          = [[1 [1 ( )][1 ( )] ]

               [ ( )]]                                            (27)

R

i i

mrc r mrc

r SR r R D

SD SD SD

P P R R

P P

f d

   

 



 

    





 

3.2 Performance of SC Combination 

System  
In this section, we study Cooperative Networks of AF over 

Nakagami-m fading Channels  in relaying with SC at the 

destination. The channel state information operates in half-

duplex mode. Let direct link S D , and a relay link 

iS R  and iR D . SC the total end to end of the SNR 

combination SC  is given by 

               max( , )                                        (28)
iSC i R D  

So the outage probability of AF system at this time can be 

expressed by as 

2

                 ( )

                = (0.5 log (1 max( , )) )             (29)
i

SC r SC

r i R D

P P R R

P R 

 

 

The CDF we know that SD can be expressed by using [16, eq 

(8.352.4)] as, we have
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1( )

0

               ( ) 1 ( ) / i!                (30)SD

m
m

i

SD
i SD

m
F e


  







  

And for the relay channel a relay link iS R  and iR D , 

the   PDF by total probability is given by. 

2

                  ( ) ( )

( 1)
( ) ( ( , )( ) ( ))d  (31)

( 1) RD

i

i r i

RD
r RD RD

RDSR

F P

m
P m f



   

 
    





 


  




we got
 
The outage probability of the system From multiplying 

(30)and(31). 

   

                  ( )

                       ( ) ( )                               (32)

SC r SC

SD i

P P R R

F F   

 

 

 

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section, we present some numerical results to reveal 

the impact of different to use the MRC scheme due to the 

significant difference in its performance compared with the 

SC scheme, as shown in the simulation results. 

Fig.2 The figure shows that the MRC scheme for average 

SER versus SNR of the cooperative system with M-PSK 

modulation signal, using the equation (25) for different values 

R. And we use 4-PSK and 64-PSK modulation signal, we can 

see that increasing the number of relays decreases the average 

SER. 

 

Fig.2 SER versus average SNR for M-PSK modulation 

signals over Nakagami-m with MRC  

Fig.3 The figure shows that the SC scheme over Nakagami-m 

fading channels, and comparison of the SER performance for 

the indicating a direct impact on different modulation signals 

respectively with R =4 and m=1.  It can be seen from the 

simulation that the performance of BPSK modulation is the 

best, and it has better performance under low SNR condition.  

 

Fig. 3 Performance SER of AF protocol with SC over 

Nakagami-m when (R=4, m=1) 

Fig.4 The figure shows that the SC scheme over Nakagami-m 

fading channels, with different number (R= 1,2 and 3) relay 

system ,and comparison of the SER performance for the two 

systems combined R = 3 under way when MRC and SC, This 

combined scheme has the advantages over the SC and because 

of the way that is easy to implement low complexity, so in 

high SNR conditions preclude the use of SC merger will also 

get better performance. Simulation parameters: QPSK 

modulation unit power signal, the relay number R = 3, 

Nakagami parameter m = l.  

 

Fig. 4 Performance SER and compare MRC with SC over 

Nakagami-m when  

5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have derived exact closed-form expressions 

for the PDF and the CDF for the channel state information 

operates in a half – duplex mode, we had also derived and 

analyzed indeed closed-form expressions for the SER and Pout 

over Nakagami-m fading channels with the MRC or SC 

combining schemes at the receiver in order to be used at the 

destination to achieve the desired diversity. New derived 

expressions for the outage probability and SER have been 

presented for both MRC and SC receivers at the destination. 

Furthermore, the simulation results proved that MRC scheme 

showing a better performance as compared with the SC 

scheme. The cooperative network that is considered to study 

the behavior of both MRC and SC schemes at the destination 
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with M-ary phase-shift keying (M-PSK) and M-ary for 

different values of the ratio of the decision after a quadrature 

phase over Nakagami -m Fading Channels. 
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